
mean rate of 134.6 grams (g) per day [standard error (SE)=8.21,
and female pups grew at a mean rate of 103.8 g per day
(SE=3.8). Biweekly mean weights were not significantly differ-
ent than weights in 1992-1993, with the exception of the first
biweekly period for female pups, in which the mean weight in
1993-1994 was significantly greater than in 1992-1993.

During their 4-month lactation period, female antarctic
fur seals make a series of feeding trips to sea, returning to
shore between trips to suckle their pups for 1-2 days. Using
radio transmitters and an automated radio reception/data
logging system, we continuously monitored 40 lactating
females' attendance on the breeding beach. For the 39 seals
that completed six trips to sea without losing their pups
(CEMP Standard Method C.1), the average foraging trip dura-
tion was 103.1 hours [standard deviation (SD) = 35.89, num-
ber (n) = 234 trips).

Twenty female fur seals in the foraging trip/attendance
studies were also instrumented with time-depth recorders
(TDR5) to document diving behavior as a measure of foraging
effort expended while at sea. Some of these TDR-instrument-
ed fur seals were at sea during the small-area surveys con-
ducted by the NOAA ship Surveyor [Antarctic Marine Living
Resources (AMLR) 1994 Surveys B and C; see other AMLR pro-
gram papers in this issue], which will allow subsequent com-
parisons of fur seal dive profiles and the distribution of
antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) as detected acoustically.

At least 299 fur seal pups were born on Seal Island during
the 1993-1994 season, essentially unchanged from the esti-
mate of 306 pups born in the previous season. A census of the
breeding colony of fur seals on nearby Large Leap Island (1
km north of Seal Island) produced a count of 304 pups on 15
January 1994, identical to the previous season's total.

Seabirds

A
otal of 21,373 chinstrap penguin nests was counted dur-
ng an island-wide census of Seal Island at the beginning

of the field season, a level similar (1.5 percent less) to that
observed during the previous season. The island's breeding

population of macaroni penguins (295 nests) was 9 percent
larger than the previous year. Observations at two chinstrap
penguin study plots revealed that, from nests active at the
start of observations on 7 December, on average 1.4
chicks/active nest were raised to creching. Chinstrap chick
weight at fledging [mean=2.98 kilograms (kg), SD=0.39] was
similar to the 3 previous years' values.

The chronology of penguin reproductive events from
hatching through creching was documented for compar-
isons to other years. For chinstrap penguins: hatching, 18
December through 8 January; creching, began 20 January;
and fledging, 12 February through 3 March. For macaroni
penguins: hatching, 23 December through 31 December;
creching, began 20 January; and fledging, 18 February
through 26 February.

Preliminary analyses of chinstrap penguin diet indicated
that, as in past seasons, krill was the major prey species evi-
dent from stomach lavaging. Fish remains were observed,
however, in diet samples taken from birds returning from
nocturnal feeding trips. Seventy-five percent of all samples
taken from nocturnal/early morning foragers contained fish
in addition to krill. In contrast, only 5 percent of the samples
taken from diurnal foragers had evidence of fish.

The duration of foraging trips of 40 chinstrap penguin
adults was monitored by radio transmitters to determine the
amount of time at sea required by breeding adults to meet
their own energetic needs and procure food for their chicks.
In addition, TDRs were deployed on 40 chinstrap penguins to
obtain detailed information on their diving behavior at sea.

The breeding success of cape petrels at Seal Island in
1993-1994 (0.72 chicks per nest) was intermediate in the
range of values observed in the 1990-1991 and 1992-1993 sea-
sons (range=0.93 to 0.62). The mean mass of cape petrel
chicks (n=45) just prior to fledging was 575 g (SD=62 g).

The authors thank the officers and crews of the NOAA ship
Surveyor and the M/V Explorer for providing spirited logistical
support. This research was supported by NOAA's National
Marine Fisheries Service, as part of its AMLR program.

AMLR program: The underway data acquisition system
ANTHONY F. Amos, University of Texas atAustin, Marine Science Institute, PortAransas, Texas 78373

O
ne feature of the scientific operation of the U.S. antarctic
research vessel Eltanin in the 1960s and 1970s was the

"Daily Data Sheet," a compilation of navigation, environmen-
tal, and station information. In pre-shipboard computer days,
this record was produced by typewriter, yet it provided an
essential record of a cruise for each of the party chiefs on
board. Although shipboard computers, data acquisition, and
satellite navigation systems are now commonplace, I have
noted that seldom are comprehensive daily log sheets pro-
duced on today's antarctic research vessels. To this end, I

have developed an adaptable system of instruments, comput-
ers, and software that can be used on a variety of research
vessels.

The Surveyor underway system

T
hroughout the five Antarctic Marine Living Resources
(AMLR) cruises (Rosenberg, Hewitt, and Holt, Antarctic

Journal, in this issue) aboard the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) ship Surveyor I have
made since 1990, continuous monitoring of surface water and
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atmospheric conditions has been I
accomplished by the University of	Sensors, instruments, and transducers
Texas physical oceanographic
group. The system used to acquire •]iit
these "underway" data has been
evolving. It is now essentially a
complete, working instrument	Atmospheric
and software package (until I	Air temperature

think of more changes next	Air temperature (2)
Relative humidity

cruise), and this article describes	Barometric pressure
the system and its results. The	Wind speed
goal is to acquire essential infor-	Wind direction

mation on the surface environ-	Solar radiation
ment while the ship is underway	PAR
and on-station so that surface	TUVR

expressions of frontal and biologi- PSP
cal boundaries may be mapped.	Sea-surface
Because AMLR is a multidiscipli-	Temperature

nary program, the system gathers	Conductivity
Beam transmission

data while operations such as	Fluorescence
acoustic profiling are ongoing,	Fluorescence range
which would otherwise preclude	Navigation
the deployment of oceanographic	Position
instrumentation.	 Ship speed

COG
The components	 Time

T
he system acquires data from snip courseI several different sensors and Bathymetry

transducers, some of which are Vertical depth

part of the Surveyor's instrumen-
tation and others are from partici-
pating AMLR research programs installed specifically for the
antarctic cruises. They interlace to a dedicated DOS-PC either
via a multiport interface card for ASCII data (Gtek model
PCSS8X) or via a Hewlett-Packard (HP) 3421A data-acquisi-
tion system, which uses a GPIB interface. The table lists the
sensors, their onboard locations, and their methods of inter-
facing. The Gtek card can accommodate eight channels and
the HP, 16 channels. A Trimble Transpac II global positioning
system navigator provides the essential ship's positioning
data. Real-time data are displayed on the PC screen and are
plotted on an HP 7475A multipen plotter.

The software

C
ontrol is governed by a program written with the Micro-
soft Professional Development BASIC BC7 system, which

performs the following tasks.

Flying bridge	0-5V
	

HP
Flying bridge	RS-232

	
Gtek 1

Flying bridge	0-5V
	

HP
After chart room 0-5V

	
HP

Mast	 RS-232
	

Gtek 1
Mast	 RS-232

	
Gtek 1

Biospherical
	

Flying bridge	0-5V
	

HP
Eppley
	

Flying bridge	0-5V
	

HP
Eppley
	 Flying bridge	0-5V

Sea-Bird
	

Hull intake
	

RS-232	Gtek 2
Sea-Bird
	

Hull intake
	

RS-232	Gtek 2
Seatech
	

Photo lab
	

O-5V	HP
Turner Designs
	

Photo lab
	

O-5V	HP
Turner Designs
	

Photo lab
	

O-1V	HP

After chart room
	

RS-232	Gtek 3
After chart room

	
RS-232	Gtek 3

After chart room
	

RS-232	Gtek 3
After chart room RS-232	Gtek 3
Gyro room
	RS-232	Gtek 4

SeaBeam
	

Midships
	

RS-232	Gtek 5

• At 1-minute intervals, writes data from the combined
inputs to a hard-disk file in ASCII format. The file is
opened and closed each minute to minimize data loss in
the event of a power failure.

• Updates the screen each minute with the data in a read-
able form. When the system is not interrogating the data
channels, the positional data on each global positioning
system fix is displayed.

• Continuously updates the distance, time, and course to the
next station or other waypoint.

• Calculates the time of the next Sun phenomenon (sunrise,
local apparent noon, and sunset) based on the current
ship's position, speed, and the time. When all three coin-
cide, the display shows "The Sun is setting now," for
example. A check outside on those rare days when the Sun
can be seen in the Elephant Island area, has verified the

Weathermeasure
RM Young
Weathermeasure
Weathermeasure
RM Young
RM Young

Trimble
Trimble
Trimble
Trimble
Sperry

A. Portion of "AMLR 94 Daily Science Log" for 28 February 1994. Headers that are not self-explanatory denote the following: SSPD—ship's speed
(knots); CRSE—ship's course (gyro heading); MILES—nautical miles traveled during time period; DEPTH—bottom depth in meters; AIRT—air tem-
perature (°C); RH—relative humidity (%); BAROM—sea level atmospheric pressure (hectopascals); AWS—apparent wind speed (knots); AWD-
apparent wind direction (°); TWS—true wind speed (knots); TWD—true wind direction (°); SST—sea-surface temperature (°C); A-SEA—air minus
sea temperature (°C); SALIN—sea-surface salinity; PAR—photosynthetically active radiation (quanta per square centimeter per second); TRANS
[25 cm]—light transmission (%); FLUOR—chlorophyll-a (milligrams per cubic meter); COMMENTS—Entered or automatic comments. Examples—
comments entered on-station; conductivity-temperature-dept, expendable bathythermograph, etc., comments automatically entered; BIRD OBS,
time of sunset.
B. Daily summary sheet for AMLR 94, 28 February 1994. These headers are self-explanatory.
C. Example of graphic output for AMLR 94, 28 February 1994. On the left are strip-charts for all the environmental parameters. Scaling is auto-
matic but if data values greatly exceed scale values, gaps appear in the charts. On the top right are all the station data for that day. Bottom right
shows the cruise track for that day. Circles indicate the hours while every 6th hour is annotated.
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A AMLR .1994 NOAAB SURVEYOR - DAILY 8CIENCE.LOG .DAY# 15	02-28-1994 ; PAGE # 3

2140 60 S5JSS 55 1.704 10.3 005 3.3 1258 1.7 85.4 997.2 16.6 273 19.1 245 1.42 0.2 34.22 0.48 82.9 7.79 BIRD OBS 88 START

2200 60 52.51S 55 0.67W 10.0 005 3.3 841 1.7 87.6 997.5 11.4 263 16.1 230 1.31 0.3 34.16 0.37 85.6 7.51 BIRD OBS 89 START

2205 60 51.67S 55 0.39W 9.9 005 0.9 1052 1.5 87.9 997.6 8.4 283 11.4 231 1.35 0.1 34.15 030 85.5 7.55 RAM DOS FUR SEAL 1

2206 60 51.48$ 55 0.33W 9.6 004 0.2 1110 1.5 88.1 997.6 8.0 271 12.4 225 1.35 0.1 34.15 0.31 85.1 7.85 XBT 231

2220 60 49.26S 54 59.84W 10.2 359 2.2 0 1.4 89.0 997.7 12.2 275 15.2 232 1.42 -0.4 34.10 0.18 84.8 7.89 BIRD DOS 90 START

2224 60 48.58$ 54 59.77W 10.2 354 0.7 2302 1.3 89.2 998.0 9.1 294 10.5 226 1.42 -0.1 34.17 0.12 84.4 14.02 FLUORONETER IN DESTILATED WATER

2228 60 47.885 54 59.74W 10.1 357 0.7 2474 1.4 89.4 997.9 10.1 285 12.3 229 1.59 -0.1 34.04 0.10 83.6 8.36 FLU090METER IN SEAWATER

2240 60 46.08S 54 59.58W 8.0 355 1.8 3055 1.3 89.9 997.8 10.3 264 13.7 223 1.70 -0.4 33.95 0.06 84.0 7.55 BIRD aBS 91 START

2256 60 44.980 55 0.06W 2.9 223 1.3 3318 1.1 90.5 997.7 13.5 013 10.7 239 1.75 -0.6 33.97 0.02 83.0 8.39 SUNSET(19:56:32 LOCAL); MONDAY; 02/28/94

2300 60 44.99S 55 0.00W 1.5 213 0.0 3308 1.1 90.6 997.9 13.5 012 12.1 226 1.75 -0.6 33.97 0.01 82.9 8.59

2304 60 45.01$ 54 59.99W 1.2 213 0.1 3307 1.0 90.4 997.8 12.0 019 10.9 234 1.75 -0.7 33.96 0.01 82.4 8.07 dO 063 START

2336 60 45.235 5459.27W 1.5 204 0.6 3167 0.9 90.9 998.3 12.0 022 10.6 229 1.74 -0.8 33.96 0.0 82.7 7.87 COD 063 ON DECK

2340 6045.26$ 54 59.19W 1.4 181 0.1 0 1.0 91.2 998.4 13.9 044 12.9 230 1.72 -0.7 33.96 0.0 83.0 7.77 IKMT D63 START

B AMLR 1994 NOAAS SURVEYOR - DAILY SCIENCE LOG; DAY # 15	02-28-1994 ; PAGE # 4

DAILY SUMMARY

 

DISTANCE TRAVELLED TODAY 145.4 ron

 

TOTAL DISTANCE TRAVELLED 3358.0 ron

SNIP'S SPEED (kts)
 

AVERAGE: 6.1 MAXIMUM: 12.0 AT 1405 HRS. MINIMUM: 0.1 AT 1243 MRS.

AIR TEMPERATURE (C);

SEA TEMPERATURE (C);

SALINITY (ppt);

AVERAGE : 1.3 MAXIMUM: 3.4 AT 1732 MRS. MINIMUM : 0.2 AT 0534 MS.
AVERAGE: 1.25 MAXIMUM: 1.81 AT 2306 HRS. MINIMUM: 0.62 AT 0811 HRS.
AVERAGE: 34.18 MAXIMUM: 34.39 AT 1949 HRS. MINIMUM: 33.92 AT 2306 HRS.

nL.

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE (ith); 
AVERAGE: 993.3 MAXIMUM: 998.6 AT 2354 HRS. MINIMUM : 988.4 AT 0100 HRS.

RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%); AVERAGE: 90.2 MAXIMUM= 99.9 AT 0021 HRS. MINIMUM: 72.1 AT 1725 HRS.

WIND SPEED (kts); AVERAGE: 14.2 MAXIMUM : 21.7 AT 1153 HRS. MINIMUM: 6.1 AT 1817 HRS.
MEAN DAILY WIND VELOCITY : 13.9 (kts) FROM 226 DEGREES TRUE

SOLAR RADIATION-PAR (quanta/cm"2/sec); AVERAGE: 0.35 MAXIMUM= 1.61 AT 1810 HRS. MINIMUM: -0.00 AT 0002 HRS.
LIGHT TRANSMISSION (%); AVERAGE: 82.1 MAXIMUM: 87.6 AT 0743 HRS. MINIMUM= 75.4 AT 2051 HRS.
CHLOROPHYLL-a (mg/,n3); AVERAGE: 8.50 MAXIMUM: 14.74 AT 2225 HRS. MINIMUM: 3.58 AT 2226 HRS.

1'J:kT1WL'J:W..1JU:I-uJ'.

iLII-. MENNEN
!!:1!W!!	 doil
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:p.pip
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accuracy of these predictions, which I have adapted from
U.S. Naval Observatory (1984, pp. 135-137).
Allows operator interactive discourse with the program via
softkeys.
• Allows the entry of comments whenever an event

occurs at any time during a cruise. This is the most
important softkey. For example, when a conductivity-
temperature-depth station starts, the station number
and a short comment can be entered. At this instant, the
program collects data from the global positioning sys-
tem and all the environmental sensors, keys it to the
comment, and records a line in the data file. If standard
codes or phrases are used for various events, station
logs can easily be produced at the end of a cruise or
other intervals.

• Allows review of the last several comments tagged with
time and position.

• Allows automatic logging at a preselected start time and
repetition rate of certain activities such as bird or mam-
mal observations. Event number is automatically incre-
mented.

• Allows raw data values (e.g., direct-current volts)
appearing on certain channels to be read directly, thus
enabling calibration at intervals of some instruments
such as the transmissometer.

• Accepts a brief message on the "message board" for the
next watchstander or for general information.

Plots running graphs on hard copy of all major environ-
mental parameters including true wind vectors in stick-
diagram form. Every 5 minutes, plots ship's position
(annotated at 2-hour intervals) on mercator or polar pro-
jection. Plots location of next station automatically each
time a new waypoint is entered.
At midnight Greenwich mean time, opens a new file for
receipt of the next day's data and records the previous

day's file and certain parameter values to the local area
network and/or a diskette. This way data can be acquired
by other users without interruption to the program.

Two other processes are then initiated using a nondedicated
PC:
• A daily scientific log is printed showing all environmental

parameters each hour of the day and whenever a comment
was made. A daily summary sheet is printed showing the
extremes and means of the major parameters, distance
traveled, cumulative distance for cruise, and Sun phenom-
ena times.

• A daily plot of environmental parameters and ship's track
is printed, similar to the real-time plotter output, but
"cleaned up" and including times, positions, and designat-
ed numbers of all stations and other regular observations
done on the cruise.

The figure shows examples of these outputs.
This work was supported by National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration/ National Marine Fisheries Ser-
vice Cooperative Agreement NA47FR0028. Acknowledgment
is due to the officers and crew of the NOAA ship Surveyor and
especially to the NOAA electronic technicians. Chuck Rowe,
Andrea Wickham-Rowe, Samuel Hormazábel, Margaret
Lavender, and Barney Trams have helped to keep the under-
way system operating on the various AMLR cruises.
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AMLR program: The mean summer windfield in the
Elephant Island area

ANTHONY F. Amos, University of Texas atAustin, Marine Science Institute, PortAransas, Texas 78373

T
hroughout the Antarctic Marine Living Resources
(AMLR) cruises, meteorological and surface oceano-

graphic data are collected continuously (see Amos, Antarctic
Journal, in this issue). This article uses the underway data to
look at the variability of the surface windfield from year to
year and leg to leg. Daily means are calculated from data col-
lected at 1-minute intervals. The mean wind vector for each
leg and the overall mean for the AMLR survey area are also
calculated for each of the five AMLR cruises aboard NOAA
ship Surveyor from 1990 to 1994. The AMLR survey area is
centered on Elephant Island and extends south and west to
include King George Island. Figure 1 shows the cruise track

and superimposed station locations for the AMLR 94 Leg I
Survey in January and February 1994. It is shown in context
with the Drake Passage and South America to give an idea of
the geographic scales involved in this meteorological discus-
sion. In each year, two month-long legs are undertaken
(Rosenberg, Hewitt, and Holt, Antarctic Journal, in this
issue), the first from early January to early February and the
second from mid-February to mid-March. Cruise tracks and
station grids have varied somewhat over the years (see Amos
1993, figure 2), but essentially the same area is covered each
year. Seasonally, Leg I takes place in midsummer and Leg II
in late summer.
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